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A jury convicted defendants James Charles Oudin (Oudin) and Wesley Elwin Gibbs (Gibbs) of 
first degree special-circumstance murder for financial gain, and the court sentenced them to life 
without the possibility of parole. Oudin and Gibbs (defendants) assert:
dog scent trailing evidence was improperly admitted;
the jury should have been instructed to view the dog scent trailing evidence with caution;
eyewitness identification evidence was improperly admitted;
trial counsel rendered ineffective assistance; a new trial motion should have been granted;
the scent dog was improperly allowed into the courtroom; and cumulative error.

None of these assertions has merit, except the scent dog was improperly allowed into the 
courtroom, and we conclude that error was harmless.
On August 8, Patterson contacted Corporal Todd Garvin, a Riverside County Sheriff’s 
Department canine deputy. Patterson asked Garvin to prepare scent samples from the shirt 
Munson had been wearing at the time she was murdered.
Garvin retrieved the shirt from the evidence room, and placed two sterile gauze pads on top of 
the shirt. After a couple of minutes, Garvin removed the scent pads and put them into separate 
sealed plastic bags.

On August 10, Patterson learned suspect Gibbs would be at a San Bernardino County Sheriff’s 
substation in Needles for a supervised visit with his son. Patterson called Garvin to the sheriff’s 
substation, with his bloodhound Inga. Patterson did not give Garvin any details about the scent 
trailing assignment, Gibbs or his car.
Before Garvin arrived, Patterson and other officers observed Gibbs park his car in the parking 
lot, get out on the driver’s side, stand next to the rear bumper and smoke a cigarette, open a 
driver’s side door, retrieve some paperwork, walk across the parking lot and some grass, up a 
sidewalk and into the building.

When Garvin arrived in the sheriff’s substation parking lot, he took Inga to the edge of a grassy 
area, presented one of the scent pads to her, and told her to “Find’em.” Inga circled the area, 
with her nose to the ground, and trailed towards where Gibbs’s car was parked. She pulled 
Garvin to Gibbs’s car, and sniffed the back bumper, driver’s door and door handle.
Inga led Garvin across the parking lot and passed a sidewalk, but she signaled to Garvin that 
something had changed. Inga turned around and headed for an outdoor atrium area. Once they 
were in the atrium, Inga became very excited, jumped over a planter, and pulled Garvin to the 
doors of the building. Inga sat down in front of the closed doors and put her head back, which 
Garvin testified means the trail is here. Garvin opened the door, which lead to a waiting area 
where there were five people including, Gibbs, his son, a uniformed officer and two plain clothed 
officers. Inga became excited and sniffed every person in the waiting room. When she came to 
Gibbs, Inga circled, sat down in front of him, wagged her tail and put her paw on his arm. Garvin 
stated Inga’s actions indicated to him the trail had ended. Gibbs was arrested.

On August 16, Gibbs called Jason from jail. Jason told Gibbs he should have stayed away from 
Oudin because he “knew something bad was gonna happen.” Gibbs wanted Jason to tell Oudin 
“everything’s alright” and he had not “talked to anybody.” Jason said he would tell Oudin, and 
Gibbs replied, “Whatever we were doin’, stick to that.”
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Dr. Lawrence Myers, a practicing veterinarian and associate professor at the Auburn 
University’s College of Veterinary Medicine, testified as a defense expert in dog training, trailing, 
and handling. Meyers testified that while Garvin and Inga seemed to be a good working team, 
this would be only observational evidence and not objective.

Meyers stated his primary concern was the potential contamination and degradation of the scent 
through improper handling, the passage of time, and weather conditions. He also believed it 
was possible other items in the area where the police stored Munson’s shirt could have 
contaminated the quantity of human scent.

Meyers believed Garvin cued Inga to find Gibbs. He was particularly concerned with how Inga 
reacted after her first contact with the scent pad. He believed Garvin’s anticipation resulted in a 
reasonably high probability there was “unintentional cuing” by those present where Inga initially 
cast about for a scent.

Pretrial Dog Scent Trailing Evidence Hearing

Gibbs made a pretrial motion to “Exclude Dog Scent Evidence,” on the grounds the prosecution 
had failed to establish a proper foundation for its admission at the preliminary examination. 
Among other things, Gibbs argued: “This is not a traditional tacking scenario. It is more like a 
hybrid trailing/lineup. There is no California case on the procedure used in this case. The 
procedure should have been subjected to Kelly [People v. Kelly] analysis.” Gibbs further argued, 
“Apart from the Kelly rule deficiency in this case, there is a foundational weakness in the dog 
identification evidence.” In response to Gibbs’s motion, the court conducted a lengthy 
preliminary fact determination hearing (Evidence Code section 402) in which the following 
evidence was adduced. We set forth this evidence in much detail, due to the nature of the 
questions presented on appeal.

Riverside County’s Sheriff’s Lieutenant Coby Webb testified she is in charge of their canine unit, 
and she helped train Garvin and Inga. She began working with canines in 1998, developed the 
Riverside County bloodhound program in 2004, and had over 3,300 hours of canine training.
Training involves following scents and physical tracks. “Scent items” can be almost anything. 
Trainers place the dog on a leash, offer them a scent item or point them to a track, give the go 
command, and reward the dog if they find the person. “Track loyalty,” or the ability to follow the 
same scent no matter the distraction is very important and frequently tested.
The bloodhounds are trained to smell a scent item and investigate the area, but if the scent is 
not present, the dog will sit and not move. As Webb explained, “I can say I have seen the dog 
successful where the handler gets confused because the dog won’t go. There’s no track that 
matches the scent item. And that’s how we train, and that’s how I test to make sure the dog 
understands.”

Webb testified her department uses sterile gauze for scent pads. They place the gauze pad on 
top of a scent item in a plastic bag for a few minutes to allow the pad to absorb the scent. Webb 
has yet to find a minimum amount of time needed to saturate a scent item, but stated she had 
seen bloodhounds successfully trail using a scent pad exposed to an item for only a couple of 
minutes.
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Webb does not use scent transfer units, although she is familiar with them. She stated, “I do not 
understand why I would bring in something else to collect the scent that I don’t have proof that 
it’s collecting a scent compared to what I’ve been successful in and what other agencies have 
been doing for decades where they have more bloodhounds.”

The handlers do not know whose scent is on a particular item, “what we know is if the dog can 
take a trail or not a trail from the scent that’s on there.” As Webb explained, “I don’t know why 
this scent is there. That goes back to investigators. What I can tell you is my dog had a scent 
from this location that went to this location.” Although not certain, Webb testified her dogs scent 
range may be as much as a quarter mile.

Webb also explained there is a difference between tracking and trailing. “Tracking is when we 
do ground disturbance and we have the dog go from footstep to footstep. We have 90-degree 
turns and the dogs have to do a 90-degree turn and stay on that track.” Trailing is when “they 
don’t have to go step for step, they follow scent.” But, “there is a nexus between the two,” and 
the dog may be tracking or trailing or both, depending on the circumstances.

Webb testified about cuing, a situation where the dog takes the handler’s unspoken messages 
and body language. She acknowledged that cuing occurs, but she testified procedures for 
training the dogs and preparing them to trail minimize the risk cuing will occur by giving the dog 
handler as little information as possible about the reason for the trail.
Webb admitted her dogs have made mistakes. However, she stated corroborating evidence like 
fingerprints, DNA, or the person found matching the description of the suspect in question, 
confirm the belief that the dogs are able to accurately track and trail. Webb acknowledged Inga 
was fallible too, but emphasized the errors Inga has made may be attributable to trainer error.

The prosecutor posed the following hypothetical: “Let’s assume you get a scent pad from a shirt, 
a victim’s shirt. This — for purposes of our hypothetical, let’s assume that there are multiple 
individuals who have touched that shirt. The scent pad is taken. It is then taken to a location 
months after the fact, where the only — there’s a suspect who’s been identified and the belief is 
their scent may be on this item. However, anyone else who would have come in contact with 
that scent item previously are not present at the location.” Webb testified dogs have been able 
to trail from scent pads that have been stored for long periods of time, and she had one 
successfully trail an individual from a scent pad that had been sent through the mail.

The prosecutor also asked, “Let’s say a shirt is placed in a brown paper sack, as is the norm, 
that is then sealed and, for purposes of our hypothetical, let’s say it’s placed in a banker’s box 
and then that item is put into evidence. Are you concerned that — that a scent pad drawn from 
that shirt could be contaminated by evidence items and other paper bags that are sealed and 
other banker boxes that may be in the same room, the same vicinity, as that shirt?” Webb 
responded she had successfully trailed two escaped inmates using the inmates’ clothing items, 
which had been stored together with other prisoners’ property.

Webb did not know how long scent remains on an object and testified she was unaware of any 
scientific guidelines on the topic. Webb acknowledged the passage of time, in this case two 
months, might have affected the scent strength. She said, “That’s why we could have gotten a 
negative. We don’t know how much scent was on that shirt.”
Webb was familiar with studies demonstrating each person has a unique smell. She stated 
persons who spend significant amounts of time together in a closed space can pick up the scent 
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of individuals around them, but only “pretty recent and close” contact would transfer one 
person’s to another person’s clothing. She explained when an item has come into contact with 
several people she would expect a negative trailing result in that the dog would not trail anyone.
Webb could not think of a single instance when one of her bloodhounds had trailed the right 
scent to the wrong person. She assumes a dog who finds someone by trailing has followed the 
person’s scent from “point A to point B.” Webb had confidence in tracking and trailing, as 
opposed to scent identification, because the dog must stay with the scent until the person is 
found or the scent ends. On the other hand, she believed scent lineups are unreliable. Gibbs’s 
attorney posed the following hypothetical question: “If you have a case where a person is given 
a scent item, they smell it and they’re taken to a place where people are and you’re saying they 
trail to that person then that person is immediately arrested, you don’t consider that to be a 
lineup?”

Webb said no. She pointed out the investigator asks the handler to show up somewhere. The 
investigator simply gives the handler a scent item and asks the handler to see if the dog will 
start to trail someone. Furthermore, the investigator is asked to ensure the individual is a good 
distance away from where the dog acquires the scent with “lots of turns” to make sure the dog is 
following a trail. If the dog does not trail someone, Webb considers that a negative result and a 
way to eliminate suspects. Webb stated her bloodhounds are trained for scent tracking and 
trailing, not scent identification. According to Webb, her department uses bloodhounds to track 
and trail people, not identify suspects. In Webb’s experience, they have been successful with 
scent items merely left lying on top of an item for a short time to collect a person’s scent.
Oudin’s attorney asked Webb if “dogs ever decided to switch the scent that they’re tracking?” 

Webb acknowledged some dogs “switch scents.” However, Webb stated dogs that exhibit this 
trait are washed out of the program and placed in a different type of canine unit. Webb had no 
problem with how the scent pads were collected, stored, and used in this case.
Garvin testified he was an experienced dog handler, and he has had Inga for over four years. 
He and Inga have had hundreds of hours of training over those years. They have spent over 
100 hours training with scent pads. Inga lives and works with Garvin. They are an award 
winning team with a stack of training records three inches deep. On August 8, Patterson asked 
Garvin to collect a scent pad from a particular item in the evidence locker. Garvin donned gloves 
and asked for the item by number. The property clerk handed him a sealed paper bag with 
“Munson” written on it. Garvin saw a shirt in the bag, placed two gauze pads inside the bag on 
top of the shirt and resealed the bag.
After about five minutes, Garvin removed the gauze pads one at a time and placed them in 
individual Ziplock bags. He put the Ziplock bags in individually labeled brown paper bags, put 
the paper bags in a Tupperware container and put the Tupperware container in a metal 
container in his patrol unit.

That night, Patterson summoned Garvin and Inga to Hesperia and asked Garvin to wait at the 
Hesperia Police Department. Patterson was to call Garvin again if Garvin and Inga were needed 
but Patterson did not call.

The following day, Patterson asked Garvin to bring Inga and the scent evidence to a public 
parking lot in Needles. When Garvin got to the parking lot, Patterson pointed out a grassy area 
and said, “Why don’t you present the scent evidence in that area over there on the grass, on 
that side of the parking lot.” Garvin presented the scent item to Inga, and told her to “find ’em.”
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Inga started in search mode, nose to the ground, something Garvin called casting. Initially, Inga 
went in Patterson’s direction but then she went by him and continued casting around, before 
heading south along the east edge of the parking lot and to the bumper of one parked car. If 

Inga had not found a scent trail, she would have stayed in the area where he had presented the 
scent item.

Inga continued sniffing and searching, and moved from the back bumper to the driver’s side of 
the car. She briefly put her nose to the door handle before returning it to the ground. Inga then 
led Garvin across the parking lot in between some parked cars and out onto a sidewalk. They 
proceeded on that sidewalk for a time and crossed a second sidewalk that led to a government 
building.

Inga immediately pulled her head up and circled back around, but then ran down the second 
sidewalk and into an open atrium in the building where she became excited. Inga ran to the 
other side of the atrium, jumped through a planter, and started to sniff on doors in a hallway.
When they got to one particular door, Inga sniffed the door handle, stayed put, wagged her tail, 
and reared up on her haunches wanting in, which Garvin and Webb testified is the signal she 
was trained to give when she has found the end of the trail.
Garvin opened the door for Inga and found a few people seated and standing in a small lobby. 
Inga sniffed everyone in the lobby and then sat down next to and put her paw on Gibbs. Garvin 
testified he told Patterson the trail ended when Inga found the door to the lobby. Patterson 
testified he had three years in the canine division and was familiar with tracking and trailing. 
Patterson did not give Garvin any facts about the case or the trailing assignment, and Garvin did 
not know anything about Gibbs, his appearance or his car. Patterson ensured none of the crime 
scene personnel came into contact with the victim’s clothing before it was taken to the 
pathologist.

After the testimony was completed, Gibbs’s attorney argued Inga’s trailing evidence was 
unreliable because the scent pad was made two months after the Munson’s shirt was put in the 
evidence room. He pointed out there had been no effort to preserve the scent evidence, and it 
could contain any number of individual scents. He also asserted the trailing evidence unreliable. 
Finally, he claimed Patterson intended to identify Gibbs, so this was not a trailing case, but a 
scent identification case. Oudin’s attorney joined in these objections.

At the conclusion of the preliminary fact determination hearing, the court found Webb qualified 
as an expert in dog scent trailing and tracking. The court further found Garvin and Inga highly 
qualified and reliable, and Inga had trailed a scent from the victim’s shirt to Gibbs in a public 
area. Based upon these preliminary fact determinations the court overruled defendants’ 
foundation objections and denied Gibbs’s motion to exclude all dog scent evidence.

Dog Scent Trailing Evidence

Defendants contend the court improperly admitted the dog scent trailing evidence because it 
lacked foundation. This contention presents two questions. First, what were the applicable 
foundation requirements? Second, was the evidence sufficient to satisfy those requirements? 
We will address both questions in turn, but first it will be necessary to set out the relevant dog 
scent evidence principles and standard of review.
Dog Scent Evidence Principles and Standard of Review
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Four California cases bear directly on the dog scent trailing questions presented. They are 
People v. Craig (Craig); People v. Malgren (Malgren); People v. Jones; People v. Mitchell 
(Mitchell); and People v. Willis (Willis). We will discuss them in the order decided, so we can 
trace the evolution of the relevant principles.

In Craig, three defendants were convicted of robbery in connection with a purse snatching, and 
two of those defendants were also convicted of the armed robbery of a car wash attendant 
which occurred shortly after the purse snatching. Both crimes were committed by three African-

American males driving a white Nova. The Nova was followed from the car wash robbery to an 
apartment complex, where the suspects exited the car and ran.
When the police arrived, they surrounded the complex. Three African-American males were 
sighted moving around together in various places, and managed to evade the police for a time, 
but were eventually detained. The suspects were then placed in the lighted back seat of the 
squad car. The car wash attendant was transported to the scene for an in-the-field identification, 
and he was able to identify two of the suspects, whereupon all of the suspects were taken to the 
police station.

The Nova was searched and found to contain the stolen purse and some of its contents. An 
officer with an experienced, trained police dog was ordered to trail from the interior of the 
vehicle. After being allowed to smell inside the Nova, the dog followed the path of the suspects 
from the Nova to the point where they were detained.
On appeal the defendants contended the dog scent trailing evidence was improperly admitted 
due to a lack of foundation. The defendants relied on Kelly, which held evidence of voice-print 
analysis was improperly admitted due to a lack of foundation.
The People argued Kelly was distinguishable because that case dealt with ‘”the demonstrable 
reliability of a newly developed scientific technique.”‘ The Craig court decided the problem was 
to be solved on a case-by-case basis rather than a blanket acceptance or rejection of all such 
evidence.

The Craig court explained: “Were we to consider dog trailing to be on the same level as 
voiceprints, we could be compelled to judge its reliability by the standards set forth in Kelly. 
However, there is a basic distinction in the nature of the subject matter at hand. In the area of 
new scientific techniques, especially dealing with electronic gadgetry, one piece of testing 
apparatus is essentially the same as another of similar design, make and purpose. When 
dealing with animate objects, however, we must assume each and every unit is an individual 
and is different from all others. Within one breed of dog, or even with two dogs of the same 
parentage, it cannot be said each dog will have the same exact characteristics and abilities. 
Therefore, while the reliability of a machine can be duplicated and passed down the assembly 
line with relative ease, the abilities and reliability of each dog desired to be used in court must 
be shown on an individual basis before evidence of that dog’s efforts is admissible. We simply 
cannot say all dogs can trail a human, or even that all dogs of specific breeds can do so.”

The court continued: “We are not merely assuming a well-trained dog can trail a human; we say 
that this ability is a fact which, like other facts, may be proven by expert testimony. This 
testimony should come from a person sufficiently acquainted with the dog, his training, ability 
and past record of reliability. If the testimony comes from an expert in the area of training, 
trailing, and operational performance of such dogs, that expert is qualified to state an opinion as 
to the ability of that particular dog in question to trail a human. We feel People v. Kelly and 
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People v. King are distinguishable in that both cases deal with problems of general acceptance 
in the scientific community of inanimate scientific techniques, rather than specific recognition of 
one animal’s ability to utilize a subjective, innate capability. The reliability of each dog must be 
shown when the dog’s ability is to be used as evidence in court.”

The Craig court noted there was extensive testimony as to the expert qualification of the dog’s 
trainer, and the training and skills of the dog. The dog’s trainer had been deemed an expert 
witness, and based on totality of his testimony, the dog was deemed able to follow a human 
trail. Therefore, the trial court ruled a sufficient foundation had been laid.

The appellate court found no error. First, the court held there was substantial evidence to 
support the trial court’s conclusion the trainer was a qualified expert. Next, the court held that 
because the trainer qualified as an expert in this area, “his opinion, based on a hypothetical 
situation substantially similar to the facts in the case at hand, is admissible expert testimony.” 
Finally, based upon the expert’s opinion about the dog’s proven ability to follow a trail to the 
exclusion of all others, the court held: “We believe there is substantial evidence to support the 
trial court’s finding of reliability. We, therefore, hold the trial court properly admitted the 
evidence.”

Turning next to Malgren, that defendant was convicted of burglary. When the occupants of the 
burglarized home returned late one night they noticed the front door had been locked and the 
door handles had been removed. They heard a loud crash in the bedroom, and heard someone 
running down the hall and loudly pulling at a dead-bolted door which opened into the backyard. 
About 30 minutes later, a police officer with a tracking dog “walked several steps inside the front 
door and commanded the dog to ‘track.'”
The dog ran down the hallway, into the bedroom, through the opened and damaged back door, 
across the backyard, and into an adjacent game reserve. The dog tracked for approximately 35 
minutes over about seven-tenths of a mile, and then ran into some high bushes and began to 
growl and bite. The defendant was found in the bushes. The bottoms of his pant legs were wet, 
and there were leaves on his jacket, and mud and grass stains on his shoes.

On appeal, the Malgren court rejected the defendant’s contention the dog tracking evidence was 
inadmissible for lack of a proper foundation under Craig. The Malgren court held that the 
following must be shown before dog trailing evidence is admissible:
1. the dog’s handler was qualified by training and experience to use the dog;
2. the dog was adequately trained in tracking humans;
3. the dog has been found to be reliable in tracking humans;
4. the dog was placed on the track where circumstances indicated the guilty party to have 

been; and the trail had not become stale or contaminated.

In Mitchell, two defendants were convicted of first degree murder with personal use of firearms 
for shooting a gang rival. An eyewitness identified both defendants in photographic and live 
lineups. Reilly, a Labrador retriever trained in “scent discrimination” was then used to conduct a 
number of “scent identification” lineups. Reilly’s trainer and handler Joe D’Allura testified the 
scent discrimination performed by Reilly was to be distinguished from trailing scents or tracking, 
which was typically done by bloodhounds. D’Allura described the scent discrimination performed 
by Reilly as sniffing scent collected from an object a person was known to have touched and 
determining whether a second object had been touched by the same person. Scents were 
collected by a small vacuum-cleaner-like device known as a scent transfer unit (STU), which 
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was described as “‘essentially a modified dust buster'” developed in 1994 by a bloodhound 
handler associated with the Niagra County Sheriff’s Department in New York.
The STU was used to collect scents from spent bullet shell casings found at the murder scene, 
as well as from the victim’s shirt. Scents were also collected from shirts the defendants had 
worn, and from shirts worn by other members of the defendants’ gang. And three control pads 
were made with scents extracted from the chairs of three detectives not involved.
“D’Allura and Reilly participated in nine lineups. In the first lineup, Reilly was given a pad to sniff 
that had scent extracted from the shell casings and matched it in the lineup to the pad that 
contained scent collected from the defendant Mitchell’s shirt. In another lineup, Reilly was given 
a pad to sniff that had scent collected from the victim’s shirt and matched it in the lineup with 
Mitchell’s pad. Scent taken from Mitchell was not involved in any of the remaining seven 
lineups. Reilly did not alert during these lineups, which included scent taken from the defendant 
Rogers, that any matches had been found.”

Before trial, Mitchell moved to exclude evidence of the scent identification lineups on grounds 
that an adequate foundation could not be established for either scent identification lineup 
evidence in general or use of the STU in particular. The trial court denied Mitchell’s motion, 
finding the Kelly analysis did not apply to the challenged evidence and that a sufficient 
foundation had been established under existing case law. The appellate court concluded this 
ruling was error.

The Mitchell court first addressed the argument that regardless of whether scent identification 
lineups are themselves subject to Kelly, the STU used in the preparation of the gauze pads 
employed in the scent lineup is a novel device within the meaning of Kelly. The court observed, 
“while analysis under Kelly may not be required for new devices used to conduct an established 
type of test or an established device used to conduct a new type of test, a scent lineup involves 
neither.” The court also noted: “The technique of establishing a person’s identity in a canine 
scent lineup has not been subject to judicial scrutiny in this state.” Therefore, the Mitchell court 
concluded the STU “is a novel device used in furtherance of a new technique” and it was error 
to deny Mitchell’s request that the device be subjected to a Kelly hearing.

The Mitchell court next addressed the argument that scent identification lineups are themselves 
subject to Kelly. The court said the “differences between this type of evidence and evidence 
derived from scent identification lineups require a dramatic revision of the final element of the 
Malgren test, that ‘the trail had not become stale or contaminated.'”
The Mitchell court was “concerned about the absence of any evidence that every person has a 
scent so unique that it provides an accurate basis for a scent identification lineup.” The court 
also had questions regarding certification procedures for scent identification lineup dogs, noting 
there are “established requirements for certification in area searches, cadaver searches, and 
trailing, but not for scent identification.” So the court concluded “that Kelly should have been 
applied to this evidence.”

The Mitchell court further concluded and explained: “even if Kelly were not deemed to apply to 
scent identification evidence in general, a greater foundation than the one provided here is 
needed for its admission. In tracking and trailing, there is a history of canine performance which 
provides the basis for the fifth Malgren element—that this type of evidence will be admitted if it 
is shown that the dog was put on a fresh trail. For scent identification to be relevant, there must 
be some basis for assumptions made about degradation and contamination of scent, both 
before and during collection, as well as the uniqueness of each person’s odor, beyond the mere 
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experiences of one trainer and one dog. Accordingly, scent lineup identification evidence was 
improperly admitted in this case.”
In Willis the defendant was convicted of first degree special-circumstance murder for killing his 
ex-girlfriend. The relationship between the defendant and the victim had been characterized by 
domestic violence. Three weeks after she broke up with him, her body was found in a burning 
car in a church parking lot.

Investigators tried to link the defendant to the scene using a canine handler and a dog named 
Scarlet. The handler used the STU to create scent pads from certain objects found in the vicinity 
of the burned car: “a black purse, knit cap, black glove, black hair extension, and a minimart 
matchbook.” “Using the matchbook scent, Scarlet ‘showed interest’ (i.e., was animated or 
excited) in a vacant lot near the church and at several apartment houses where the defendant 
lived or spent time. After the defendant was arrested, Scarlet went right up to him in the police 
station and sat in his lap, in the presence of five deputies.”
The defendant made a pretrial motion to exclude all dog scent and STU evidence, asserting that 
it lacked foundation and was experimental. The prosecution made a counter-motion to have the 
dog scent evidence admitted, arguing the Kelly analysis did not apply to the collection or 
preservation of evidence. The trial court ruled the evidence admissible. The appellate court 
disagreed for three reasons.

First, the Willis court agreed with Mitchell, the STU is a novel device used in furtherance of a 
new technique and, as such, is subject to a Kelly analysis. “It is not obvious that a vacuum 
device can properly transfer scent to a gauze pad from an object. Nor is it evident that the scent 
would not degrade or become contaminated, or that scent would not remain in the STU after it 
was cleaned with alcohol.

Second, the Willis court, like the Mitchell court, concluded the evidence did not meet the 
foundation requirements of Kelly. As the Willis court explained: “The dog handler who testified 
for the prosecution is not a scientist or an engineer; therefore, he is not qualified to testify about 
the characteristics of the STU or the unit’s acceptance in the scientific community. There was 
also no proof that the dog handler used correct scientific procedures while employing the STU.”

Third, the Willis court, like the Mitchell court, found that apart from the Kelly rule deficiency, 
there was a foundational weakness in the dog identification evidence. Again agreeing with 
Mitchell, the court “observed, “‘dog trailing is a lot different from dog scent recognition.'” Citing 
Malgren and Craig, the Willis court said, “Testimony showing that a dog pursued a fleeing 
suspect to the site where he was hiding is a clear-cut case of dog tracking, and—depending on 
the facts of each case—may be admissible.”

Thus, the Willis court agreed with Mitchell: “The prosecution cannot rely solely on anecdotes 
regarding the dog’s capabilities. Instead, a foundation must be laid from academic or scientific 
sources regarding
how long scent remains on an object or at a location;
whether every person has a scent that is so unique that it provides an accurate basis for scent 
identification; whether a particular breed of dog is characterized by acute powers of scent and 
discrimination; and the adequacy of the certification procedures for scent identifications.

None of these foundational requirements were met in this case.”
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Turning to the applicable standard of review, ‘”In determining the admissibility of evidence, the 
trial court has broad discretion.’ (See People v. Williams; (People v. Lucas.) In particular, “A trial 
court has broad discretion in determining whether a sufficient foundation has been laid to admit 
evidence. On appeal, we will reverse a trial court’s ruling on such a foundational question only if 
the court clearly abused its discretion.” (See People v. Hovarter; Malgren.) Hence, “A trial court’s 
exercise of discretion in admitting or excluding evidence . . . will not be disturbed except on a 
showing the trial court exercised its discretion in an arbitrary, capricious, or patently absurd 
manner that resulted in a manifest miscarriage of justice.” (See People v. Rodriguez.)

Dog Scent Trailing Foundation Requirements
Defendants contend the court applied the wrong foundation requirements. They argue the task 
performed by Inga was akin to the scent identification in Mitchell and Willis, as distinguished 
from the scent trailing in Craig and Malgren. Based upon this premise, they assert the court 
should have subjected the dog scent trailing evidence to Kelly analysis. Further, they assert that 
apart from the Kelly rule deficiency, the court should have applied the augmented foundation 
requirements articulated in Mitchell and Willis, not the foundation requirements set out in 
Malgren. We disagree.

The facts which bear on our determination of the foundation requirements applicable to the dog 
scent trailing evidence here are undisputed. Rather, the dispute concerns only the effect or legal 
significance of those facts. As a consequence, the foundation requirement questions are legal 
issues which we review de novo.

At the outset it is important to note Inga, like the dogs in Craig and Malgren, is a bloodhound 
trained in scent trailing, not scent identification like the dogs in Mitchell and Willis. This is 
pertinent for two reasons. “First, the foundational requirements for qualification of tracking and 
trailing evidence often include the element that the dog be of a breed characterized by acute 
powers of scent and discrimination.” (See Mitchell.) Bloodhounds, as a breed, have long been 
recognized to possess such acute powers. Second, dog scent trailing ‘”is a lot different than dog 
scent recognition.'” (See Willis, scent tracking “is a far cry” from scent identification.)

This brings us to the crux of the matter at hand. At its core, the task performed by Inga can be 
fairly characterized as follows: Inga ostensibly followed a scent trail from the point where she 
smelled the scent pad exposed to Munson’s shirt and thought to contain the scent of the guilty 
party, to the point some distance away where Gibbs was waiting in the sheriff’s substation. It is 
no more complicated than that. The task performed by Inga was essentially the same as the 
task the scent trailing dogs performed in Craig and Malgren. In Craig, the dog smelled the inside 
of the Nova, and ostensibly followed a scent trail from the Nova to the point some distance away 
where the defendants had been detained. And in Malgren, the dog smelled inside the front door 
of the burglarized home, and ostensibly followed a scent trail from the home to the point some 
distance away where the defendant was hiding in the bushes.

On the other hand, the task performed by Inga is essentially different than what the scent 
identification dogs did in Mitchell and Willis. In Mitchell, the dog smelled scent pads extracted 
from the shell casings and the victim’s shirt, and ostensibly matched them in scent lineups to 
scent pads from the defendant’s shirt. Likewise in Willis, the dog smelled a scent pad extracted 
from a matchbook found in the vicinity of the burned car, and ostensibly showed interest in 
various locales frequented by the defendant.
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Therefore, we reject defendants’ premise concerning the fundamental character of the task 
performed by Inga. It was scent trailing, not scent identification. And as the Craig court put it 
when rejecting similar claims, “there is a basic distinction in the nature of the subject matter at 
hand.” Further, as we will explain, all of the dissimilarities in technique or circumstance between 
this case and Craig and Malgren are adequately addressed by the foundation elements set out 
in Malgren, and none of those dissimilarities are “scientific” in the “definitive truth” sense, such 
as would require either Kelly analysis, or application of the augmented foundation requirements 
set out in Mitchell and Willis.

It is true this case, like Mitchell and Willis but unlike Craig and Malgren, involved the use of 
scent pads rather than the scent item itself. However, the scent pads here were prepared by 
exposing them through direct contact with the scent item, while the scent pads in Mitchell and 
Willis were prepared by exposing them through indirect contact with the scent item by means of 
the STU. These facts alone render irrelevant the conclusions in Mitchell that, the “scent transfer 
unit is a novel device used in furtherance of a new technique,” and it “was error to deny the 
request that the device be subject to a hearing pursuant to Kelly.”
In addition, the direct contact scent transfer technique used to prepare the gauze scent pads 
here has been recognized and endorsed as superior to use of the STU. As the Mitchell court 
noted, “the Law Enforcement Bloodhound Association and the National Police Bloodhound 

Association have not endorsed the scent transfer unit, saying ‘it offers little advantage over 
using a gauze pad alone and in fact might confound matters.’
Plus, the direct contact scent transfer technique is not materially different than the process by 
which a suspect’s scent is transferred through direct contact with the scent item in the first 
place. This process may involve a transfer of “microscopic skin cells, known as scruff.” But no 
matter how it occurs, it surely involves no ‘””technique, process, or theory which is new to 
science and, even more so, the law.”‘” So Kelly analysis was not required.

It is also true in this case, like Mitchell and Willis but unlike Craig and Malgren, the scent pads 
were prepared and presented to the dogs a significant period of time after the crime was 
committed. That time period was roughly two months here, about a month in Mitchell, almost a 
day in Willis, a few minutes in Craig and a few hours in Malgren. Nevertheless, these temporal 
dissimilarities are squarely addressed by the fifth Malgren foundation element which requires 
evidence that “the trail had not become stale or contaminated.”

What’s more, in this case the scent trail started with a scent pad which was presented to Inga 
almost two hundred miles from the scene of the crime, while in Craig and Malgren the scent trail 
started with scent items presented to the dogs at or near the crime scenes. All the same, these 
proximal dissimilarities are directly addressed by the fourth Malgren foundation element which 
requires evidence that “the dog was placed on the track where circumstances indicated the 
guilty party to have been.”

For these reasons, we conclude the court was not required to subject the dog scent trailing 
evidence to Kelly analysis, or to apply the augmented “scientific” foundation requirements 
articulated in Mitchell and Willis. Instead, the court correctly applied the Malgren test which 
required the prosecution to show:

• Inga’s handler was qualified by training and experience to use her;
• Inga was adequately trained in trailing humans;
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• Inga had been found to be reliable in trailing humans;
• Inga was placed on the trail where circumstances indicated the guilty party had been; and
• the trail had not become stale or contaminated.

Dog Scent Trailing Foundation Sufficiency

Defendants contend the evidence proffered in the preliminary admissibility determination 
hearing the court conducted under Evidence Code section 402 was insufficient to satisfy the 
Malgren foundation requirements. In such hearings, the power to judge the credibility of 
witnesses, weigh the evidence and draw factual inferences, is vested in the trial court. ‘”On 
appeal all presumptions favor proper exercise of that power, and the trial court’s findings—
whether express or implied—must be upheld if supported by substantial evidence.’ Thus, we 
review the record to determine whether it discloses evidence that is reasonable, credible, and of 
solid value such that a reasonable trier of fact could make the disputed preliminary factual 
findings.

We first note defendants do not challenge the court’s express finding that Webb qualified as an 
expert in dog tracking and trailing. We agree there is substantial evidence Webb was a qualified 
expert. As in Craig, “The evidence as to her qualification was so extensive and conclusive we 
deem it unnecessary to repeat it in detail here.” Further, because she helped train Garvin and 
Inga, and “since she is a qualified expert in this area, we hold Webb’s opinions, based on a 
hypothetical situation substantially similar to the facts in the case at hand, are admissible expert 
testimony.” (See also Malgren, no error in admitting expert opinions of dog trainer.)
Next we observe defendants concede the prosecution proffered sufficient evidence to satisfy the 
first three Malgren elements. We agree substantial evidence supports the court’s express 
findings that:
• Inga’s handler Garvin was qualified by training and experience to use Inga;
• Inga was adequately trained in trailing humans; and
• Inga had been found to be reliable in trailing humans.

Again the evidence on these points was also so extensive and conclusive we deem it 
unnecessary to repeat it.
Once more this brings us to the crux of the matter. Defendants challenge the sufficiency of the 
evidence to support the court’s implied findings that the prosecution proffered sufficient 
evidence at the pretrial preliminary admissibility determination hearing to satisfy the fourth and 
fifth elements of the Malgren test, namely that:

• Inga was placed on the trail where circumstances indicated the guilty party had been; and
the trail had not become stale or contaminated.

We rebuff this contention and instead conclude sufficient evidence supports both of these 
foundation requirements.

As noted, the trail in this case began at the point where Inga was presented with one of the 
scent pads thought to contain the scent of the guilty party. Garvin testified at length about his 
preparation of those scent pads. In a nutshell, while wearing gloves, he: retrieved Munson’s 
shirt from the evidence locker; put two sterile gauze pads in the sealed bag with Munson’s shirt 
for about five minutes; removed the gauze pads and put them in individual Ziploc bags; put the 
Ziploc bags in a Tupperware container; and put the Tupperware container in his patrol unit. Two 
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days later he drove the scent pads to the Needles sheriff’s substation parking lot, and presented 
one of them to Inga in the grassy area adjacent to the parking lot as directed by Patterson.
Patterson testified he had spent three years in the canine division and was himself experienced 
in trailing. Patterson had ensured none of the personnel at the crime scene contacted Munson’s 
clothing, and he had not given Garvin any facts about the case.

Garvin presented the scent pad to Inga, and told her to “find ’em.” Inga started casting about for 
a scent trail. Her scent range extended as much as a quarter mile. Inga soon headed south 
along the east edge of the parking lot to the bumper of the parked car where Gibbs had been 
standing just minutes before. If Inga had not found a scent trail, she would have stayed in the 
area where Garvin presented the scent pad.

Webb testified Inga was extensively trained using scent pads as a proxy for the scent item itself. 
Webb said no minimum amount of time was needed to saturate a scent pad, but had seen her 
bloodhounds successfully trail using a scent pad exposed to a scent item for just a couple of 
minutes, or left on top of a scent item for a short time. Webb also said her bloodhounds had 
been successful with scent pads stored for long periods of time. She acknowledged the 
passage of two months from scent pad preparation to use in this case could have affected the 
scent strength, but said Inga was trained to smell the scent pad and investigate the area to 
determine if the scent was present. Webb and Garvin both testified if there was no track in the 
area that matched the scent, and if the scent was not present, Inga was trained to sit—not 
move.

Further, Inga had a proven record of track loyalty. For this reason Webb was unconcerned about 
the possibility that multiple persons besides the guilty party had touched Munson’s shirt, or that 
Munson’s shirt had been stored in a paper bag inside a banker’s box in the same vicinity as 
other evidence items in other paper bags and other banker’s boxes. While Webb admitted some 
bloodhounds had switched scents during training, they were washed out of the program, and 
she was unaware of any instance where one of the bloodhounds in the program tracked the 
right scent to the wrong person.

Finally, Webb conceded cuing occurs, but testified the procedures she used for training the 
bloodhounds and preparing them to trail minimized the risk cuing would occur by giving the 
handler as little information as possible about the reason for the trail. And both Patterson and 
Garvin confirmed that practice had been followed in this case.

In sum, our review of the record discloses evidence that is reasonable, credible, and of solid 
value, such that a reasonable trier of fact could make the preliminary factual findings that Inga 
was placed on the trail where circumstances indicated the guilty party had been, and that the 
trail had not become stale or contaminated. It follows there is sufficient evidence in the record to 
support the court’s implied findings that the fourth and fifth elements of the Malgren test were 
satisfied. What’s more, most of defendants’ doubts about how the scent pads were prepared, 
stored and used, would serve to obliterate not create a scent trail leading to Gibbs.

Dog Scent Trailing Evidence Conclusions

We have concluded the court correctly applied the Malgren foundation requirements, and the 
prosecution proffered sufficient evidence at the pretrial hearing to support the court’s preliminary 
fact determinations that those requirements had been satisfied. As a consequence, we also 
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conclude defendants have failed to show the court exercised its discretion to admit the dog 
scent trailing evidence in an arbitrary, capricious, or patently absurd manner that resulted in a 
manifest miscarriage of justice. Hence, we perceive no error in admitting that evidence over 
defendants’ objections.

Finally, even if the court had erred in admitting the dog scent trailing evidence, on this record, as 
in Mitchell and Willis, that error would not warrant reversal under the harmless error standard 
articulated in People v. Watson; Mitchell; Willis. And, while defendants assert the “harmless 
beyond a reasonable doubt” standard prescribed in Chapman v. California, our Supreme Court 
has held application of ordinary rules of evidence does not implicate the federal Constitution.
Dog Scent Trailing Instruction The court gave the jury the standard dog scent trailing instruction, 
CALCRIM No. 374, modified as follows: “You have received evidence about the use of a 
tracking or trailing dog. You may not conclude that Gibbs is the person who committed the crime 
based only on the fact that a dog indicated him or the lobby area where he was sitting.
Before you may rely on dog tracking evidence, there must be,
Evidence of the dog’s general reliability as a tracker or to follow a trail;
Other corroborating evidence that the dog accurately followed the trail that led to a person who 
committed the crime. This other evidence does not need to independently link the defendant to 
the crime.

In deciding the meaning and importance of the dog tracking or trailing evidence, consider the 
training, skill, and experience, if any, of the dog, its trainer, and its handler, together with 
anything else that you learned about the dog’s work in this case, including the manner and 
circumstances surrounding the identification by the dog, any evidence on the subject of whether 
the scent item was or was not contaminated, the manner and circumstances in which the 
evidence was presented to the dog and its handler, and the reaction, if any, of the dog, as 
described by the handler, to the dog scent identification evidence.” The italicized language was 
added at Gibbs’s request. There were no other modifications requested, and there were no 
objections to giving the instruction as modified.

Defendants contend the court should have instructed the jury sua sponte to view the dog scent 
trailing evidence with caution. But even though a defendant need not object to preserve a 
challenge to an instruction that incorrectly states the law and affects his substantial rights, “‘”‘”‘a 
party may not complain on appeal that an instruction correct in law and responsive to the 
evidence was too general or incomplete unless the party has requested appropriate clarifying or 
amplifying language.”””‘ Because defendants advocate a modification of the instruction rather 
than complete rejection, the issue has been forfeited.” (See People v. Mackey.)

Defendants’ dog scent trailing instruction claim also fails on the merits. They note the dog scent 
trailing instruction given in Craig, included an admonition that, “Such dog trailing evidence must 
be viewed with the utmost caution.” Defendants then argue it was reversible error not to include 
that type of admonition in this case. They explain, “it is the burden of this argument that dog-
scent evidence requires a stronger, more express admonition, to the effect that even after the 
foundational corroboration requirement has been met, such evidence should be viewed with 
care and caution.” We are not persuaded.

This same dog scent trailing instruction argument was snubbed in Malgren, where the court 
held: “Nevertheless, we disagree that the court was obligated to instruct that dog trailing 
evidence must be viewed with caution, or that such evidence is of little probative value. Unlike 
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accomplice testimony, dog tracking evidence is not inherently suspect because of a self-
interested source. The notion that such evidence is of slight probative value or must be viewed 
with caution stems at least in part from a fear that a jury will be in awe of the animal’s apparent 
powers and will give the evidence too much weight. In light of the stringent foundational 
requirements which must be met before such evidence is admissible at all, however, we see no 
reason to categorize that evidence thereafter as inferior or untrustworthy, and instruct that it be 
given less weight than other evidence.” (See Malgren.)

In addition, “The Craig court itself suggested that what the law in this state actually requires is 
not that dog trailing evidence be viewed with caution, but that it be treated as any other 
evidence, with its weight left to the trier of fact.

Recognizing these hurdles, defendants urge us to disagree with the Malgren majority, and adopt 
the Malgren dissenting view which states in relevant part: “I cannot agree with the majority that 
the court was not required to instruct, sua sponte, that the dog-tracking evidence is of little 
probative value and must be viewed with caution. I would hold further that whenever the 
evidence is admitted after a proper foundation has been laid, the jury must be instructed to view 
it with caution.

We agree with the Malgren majority view on this issue and we adopt it as our own. For that 
reason, we hold the court was not required to instruct the jury sua sponte to view the dog scent 
trailing evidence with caution.

Scent Dog in the Courtroom

Oudin insists the court abused its discretion under Evidence Code section 352 by permitting 
Inga to be present in the courtroom during Garvin’s testimony. He contends Inga’s presence 
was more prejudicial than probative and violated his due process right to a fair trial. We agree.
As Gibbs’s attorney observed, “People love dogs, and it has no probative value to have the dog 
here at all.” The only reason cited for having Inga in the courtroom while Garvin testified was 
they were due to leave on a trip together.

We conclude there was no probative value to allowing Inga in the courtroom during Garvin’s 
testimony. On the other hand, Inga’s presence likely generated sympathy for Garvin and bias 
against defendants. Even so, after an examination of the entire record, we are of the opinion it is 
not “reasonably probable that a result more favorable” to Oudin would have been reached in the 
absence of the error in permitting Inga to be present in the courtroom. (See People v. Watson.) 
The evidence of defendants’ guilt was overwhelming and the error was harmless.

Cumulative Error

Oudin summarily avers the cumulative effect of the asserted errors denied him a fair trial. We 
have individually considered each claim of error and found only one, which was harmless. 
Defendants were “entitled to a fair trial, not a perfect one”.
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